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Abstract—  Information Centric Networking (ICN) is an 

innovative direction for next generation networks. It is a concept 

of networking paradigm which is considered as a new technique 

for future search activities. ICN is based on caching contents in 

several nodes and replicating these contents. It provides contents 

requested by users from the nearest node instead of creating a 

communication channel between sender and receiver just for 

calling information. This paper aims to scale OpenFlow network 

in traffic engineering by reducing number of transactions, 

predicting and pre-populating flow entries using the ICN 

approach. In addition, the paper shows the advantages of 

implementing ICN designs within OpenFlow. The proposed 

approach aims to implement ICN concepts to enhance OpenFlow 

network. This will enable the deployment of networking solutions 

in the existing network infrastructure and will lead to more 

flexibility in OpenFlow network. In addition, OpenFlow will have 

a global management view for all connected networks managed 

by different controllers. The proposed solution can fulfill current 

management and utilization of network demands. The paper then 

debates the implementation of ICN’s design and features based 

on Software Defined Networking (SDN).  

Index Term— Named Data Object; Information Centric 

Networks; Software-Defined Networks; Next Generation 

Network.  

I.   INTRODUCTION 

Software Defined Networking (SDN) has become an 

interesting research area where OpenFlow instantiates the first 

standard implementation of this paradigm [1], [2]. SDN offers 

the network to be programmable. It allows programmers to 

change the network behaviour by implementing applications on 

the network’s control plane which is called as a controller [3], 

[4]. This controller is logically centralized; however, it controls 

the connected distributed switches using its applications which 

can operate on a global network view [1]. SDN architecture 

provides three type of abstractions which are global 

management, state distribution and forwarding abstraction [5]. 

The global abstraction allows programmers to interact with the 

entire network instead of interacting with each individual node. 

The other abstraction is the state distribution, where a 

computational algorithm is created the central controller for the 

network process. The forwarding abstraction is provided to 

program network hardware through a common Application 

Programming Interface (API) [5], [6]. A challenging question 

is that, can the performance of the centralized controller 

achieve proper responsiveness and scalability. This paper 

argues that the control plane should be physically distributed to 

achieve those goals. This is because that the physical 

centralized controller is insufficient and has some limitations in 

terms of responsiveness and scalability [7], [8].  

The main focus of this paper is to propose an approach that 

can improve the velocity process of forwarding, which is based 

on flow table that contains flow entries. The flow entries guide 

the flows to reach their destinations [9], [10], [2]. In addition, 

these flow entries can be updated by two methods: proactive 

and reactive [11]. The proactive rule starts when OpenFlow 

switches initiate connection with the controller which can pre-

populate the flow table with all possible ingress and egress 

ports; therefore, the flows will be processed to reach their 

destinations [11]. However, when the OpenFlow switch 

receives an unknown flow, it will follow the reactive rule, 

which sends the flow to the connected controller where it 

processes and updates the flow entries [9], [2]. The 

implemented flow rules are performing properly. Therefore, the 

paper discusses the process of sending flows to another 

network managed by a different controller. In this scenario, the 

connection between controllers is not an OpenFlow protocol 

[9].  

The increasing number of flows transaction between 

switches and controllers need to be resolved [8], [12]. When 

the flows are traversing to a different network managed by a 

different controller, it needs to be processed if there are no 

matching rules. This will lead to network traffic issues. 

Therefore, the Information Centric Networking (ICN) solution 

has been proposed to scale OpenFlow network. 

The proposed approach has been motivated by the 

following advantages of OpenFlow. Firstly, the capability of 

experimenting new protocols in OpenFlow environment 

without disturbing existing organization network [2]. Secondly, 

OpenFlow has the flexibility on disturbances and failures [2]. 

In addition, the implemented solution will allow OpenFlow to 

have a global management view for all connected networks, 

including the networks connected to different controllers. 

Therefore, it is important to reduce the number of transactions 

between switches and controllers in order to provide faster 

delivery to the desired destination [12], [8].  

Some approaches debate the limitation of current 

OpenFlow network such as HyperFlow [13]. However, 

HyperFlow is not sufficient in regards to forwarding flows in 

large scaled networks like data centers. Therefore, this 

proposed approach provides new type of communication 

between controllers, which is not supported by OpenFlow 
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protocol [10]. The communication in the proposed approach 

carries the ICN concept which is replicating flow entries 

among controllers. This will improve OpenFlow’s global 

network management. 

Because ICN is the concept of a new networking paradigm, 

many researchers used ICN in their approaches to replicate the 

data contents such as Data-Oriented Network Architecture 

(DONA) [14], Content-Centric Networking (CCN) and 

Publish-Subscribe Internet Technology (PURSUIT) projects 

[15], [16]. Whereas in our approach, the data objects is 

different than previous approaches where their data contents 

are web pages, video and documents, etc. The differentiation in 

the proposed approach is that the networking information such 

as packets is used instead of normal contents [16]. The packet 

will be embedded with an ICN-ID for the synchronization with 

the other connected controllers. 

Adopting ICN concepts can provide enhancement in the 

forwarding process by synchronizing the network information 

between controllers. In ICN, a number of components can 

fulfill global network management such as Named Networking 

Objects (NNO), routing by ICN-ID, API, and ICN Database. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 

II presents the related works to address the limitations of 

distribute network state upon control plane. In section III, the 

concept, components and some advantages of ICN approach is 

explained. The proposed approach for augmented OpenFlow 

network which is supported by using ICN is introduced in 

Section IV. This will lead to enhance traffic engineering and 

reduce transactions between switches and controllers. Finally, 

the paper is concluded in Section V. 

II. EVALUATION OF MULTIPLE CONTROLLER APPROCHES  

Several approaches in the literature have attempted to 

enhance the control plane by focusing on network global view. 

However, these approaches have limitations. In this paper, we 

introduce a number of factors that could impact on distributed 

control plane, such as timescale and number of interactions 

between switch and controller. In addition, the matching rules 

of micro and macro flows are discussed [17]. Moreover, 

proactive versus reactive flow regarding to populate flow table 

are considered [11]. Those impacts can be considered as 

motivation of our proposal.  

This solution provides a new application that could be 

implemented on the controllers and over the API to 

communicate between controllers. In contrast, the related work 

falls in application and updated synchronization for optimizing 

functionality [18]. As an example, HyperFlow approach has 

multiple controllers to manage the entire network, where each 

controller is respectable for switches assigned to them [13]. 

HyperFlow is an application implemented on top of the NOX 

controller, using some concept of load balancer if one of the 

controllers fails. In addition, HyperFlow reuses an existing 

NOX application with minor modifications [19].  

HyperFlow is based on passive synchronization of events 

between connected controllers for the network global view 

[13]. As a result, HyperFlow gives ability to each controller to 

manage the whole network. It duplicates the controllers rather 

than distributed state management of the control plane. 

HyperFlow is adequate for proactive rules and pre-populating 

flow table; however there are other challenges have not been 

covered [11]. For example, the reactive rules for updating flow 

entry need to be processed by the other controllers, if packet 

needs to. Moreover, HyperFlow focus on synchronizing events 

passively between controllers, which is limit to process the 

micro and macro, flows if it sends to a deferent controller [13], 

[17]. 

Likewise, Onix approach aims to have distributed controllers 

[20]. It provides programming API to communicate between 

network applications. It can also access the network by 

providing control logic using cluster environment that is 

responsible of distributing state of the network. Onix contents 

are distributed by using applications on top of controllers to 

coordinate for management and scalability purposes [20].  Onix 

deals with register per-packet instead of dealing with events 

such as HyperFlow, for less frequent in synchronization. 

Moreover, it provides a Network Information Base (NIB), 

which gives access to several state synchronization frameworks 

with different consistency and availability requirements. Thus, 

using the per-packet registration can scale large networks and 

provide flexibility for production deployments [20]. On the 

other hand, Onix approach lacks of timescale because of long 

processing time when sending the whole packet to other 

controller, which is not faster than transaction between switch 

and controller. Also, it does not support proactive rules where it 

uses per-packet registration [11]. Onix just focus on processing 

the micro and macro flows as distributed state management 

[17]. 

Light upon these two approaches, distributed control plane 

in HyperFlow and Onix are not reliable in large data centers, as 

they are not focused on reducing the timescale and the number 

of transactions between switches and controller [13], [20]. 

Thus, our approach instantiation the centralized paradigm with 

centralized benefits. However, it is scalable and physically 

distributed with the capability of distributed state management 

of controllers. In addition, we use updated synchronization that 

can operate on events, packets, and flows with considering the 

proactively and reactively, micro and macro flow management 

and timescale for transactions.  

 

III. INFORMATION CENTRIC NETWORKING FOR STATE 

DISTRIBUTION MANAGEMENT 

OpenFlow can solve the problems of current networking 

paradigms by deploying the concepts of ICN, in terms of 

scalability and responsiveness. 

Flow processing is the core function of the OpenFlow 

switch, and the independent process by the OpenFlow switch 

and controller will be more flexible by integrating ICN 

concepts [9]. Thus, the core idea is to distribute the network 

state to different networks managed by other controllers, 

aiming to achieve the goals [21]. 

Integrating the 12 matching fields of OpenFlow with ICN-

ID by wrapping them for synchronization purposes will 

enhance the packet processing in the current OpenFlow 
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network. Moreover, there are two ways of matching a packet, 

one is matching micro flow and the other is matching macro 

flow [17]. Where fields assigned by the controller, in macro for 

example can be just IP distention and the rest are wildcard. 

However, for the micro flows every field assigned specifically 

for matching [9]. Thus, the significant impact on packet 

processing is done by the control plane, so our approach aims 

to enhance that without caring about hardware.  

For distributed network state, we employ the ICN approach 

to establish communication between controllers, and use the 

following basic ICN functionality: NNO, routing by ICN-ID, 

API, and ICN Database. These main elements are implemented 

using application hosted within each controller. This section 

will describe these main components, which were the most 

important aspects of the proposed design and other ICN 

approaches. Firstly, the Named Networking Objects (NNO) is 

considered as the main abstraction of ICN. For example, the 

MAC addresses, IP addresses, Ethernet type and all network 

information required for networking that can be accessed from 

the global management view. NNO has a unique name and 

place in the database. Each copy of the same NNO will have its 

own name and location in a deferent database and can serve 

any requests and inform other controllers. Secondly, in this 

approach the ICN-ID is directly routed to the request message 

from the requester to one or multiple controller within the 

network. The routing algorithm is also explained. After the 

source has received the request message, the data is routed 

back to the controllers, which requested those messages. 

Thirdly, API (Application Programming Interface) – this 

defines the request and respond messages to NNO. The other 

controllers create the NNO to be ready for any requests from 

other controllers. In this approach, the synchronization and 

corresponding happens if any new state is available including 

ICN-ID and location for accurate matching for the flows 

arrival. Finally, the ICN Database will store all network state 

and NNOs and accumulate processes for ICN approach, where 

all controllers has its own database and can serve all other 

controllers at initialization phase.  

     ICN can bring many advantages to OpenFlow networks. For 

example, ICN can provide network scalability by distributing 

the flow information and network state across different 

networks managed by multiple controllers. Moreover, in case 

of controller failure, all the affected switches can be 

reconfigured to any active nearby controller. Individual 

controller will directly manage the connected switches as well 

as indirectly programs or queries the rest of network state not 

only in the initialization phase but also upon unknown packet 

arrives. 

IV. OPENFLOW CONTROLLER ENHANCEMENT ALGORITHM   

This section proposes an algorithm by adopting the ICN 

concepts for distributed network state among multiple 

OpenFlow controllers. It also describes a simulation scenario of 

the approach including flowcharts of initialization phase and 

packet processing.    

 

A. The proposed simulation scenario 

This subsection demonstrates the forwarding capabilities of 

multiple OpenFlow controllers by deploying the ICN 

framework to synchronize the events in run time at a line rate. 

Each controller implements an application to collect its own 

network state and install them to the ICN Database. Source 

controller publishes the messages to other controllers via ICN 

interface. On the other hand, other controllers will reply to 

messages that are published in the source controller. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Forwarding scenario overview via ICN interface 

 

As shown in Fig. 1, Host A needs to send a packet to Host 

B, which belongs to a different network. When the first packet 

arrives at an OpenFlow switch (we name this first packet a 

“flow request”), the first packet is forwarded to the controller. 

This is because there are no flows configured in the switch's 

flow table that match the packet. The controller then sends 

flooding messages to all managed switches and retrieves the 

switches information for collecting the network state and install 

them in the ICN Database. Connected controllers then initialize 

communication and send Request/Response messages to 

synchronize network state according to each controller’s ICN 

Database. Therefore, at this stage each controller should have a 

network-wide state of all managed switches. Because the 

desired destination Host B is in a different network, the Source 

controller needs to inform other controller that the 

corresponding flow will arrive. As a result, when this flow 

reaches to another network, it does not need to send a flow 

request to the controller again because all the necessary flow 

entries were already installed to every switch along the chosen 

path. This can significantly reduce the number of transactions 

between the switches and the controller. 

 

B. Flow chart of packet processing  

The flowchart of integrating the ICN approach is presented 

in this subsection. It consists of two phases. More details on 

these phases are shown below. Multiple OpenFlow controllers 

which are managing different networks can be more scalable 

by updating wide network information and the ICN Database. 
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Fig. 2. Flowchart detailing the initialization phase. 

 

Each controller will perform initialize communication with 

the neighbor controllers by sending a Request_Info to get the 

neighbor’s network state and also to publish its own network 

state to neighbor controllers. The Source controller will publish 

NNO response via API using TCP or TLS to all request from 

other connected controllers. In more details, the corresponding 

controller on the other hand will grab its own network state 

from the ICN Database and send NNO response back. The 

same process in reverse will occur to other controllers. At this 

point, the received network state information will then be 

stored in each of the controller’s ICN Database. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Flowchart detailing the packet processes. 

 

Whenever an unknown packet arrives at a certain 

controller, it will first create an event and check the ICN 

Database whether the destination host belongs to its managed 

switches. If YES, the controller will compute the path and 

install the flow entries to their switches. If NO, the controller 

will send a message informing the other controller with the 

destination host that this particular flow will arrive. The 

destination controller will then compute the routing and install 

flow entries to its managed switches according to the network 

state stored in its ICN Database. As a result, when an incoming 

packet arrives at a switch of a different network, it does not 

need to send flow request to the controller again for high-level 

decision makings. The flow will be matched to the predefine 

rules installed earlier.   

 

C. Multiple OF controller application algorithm 

    The algorithm for exchanging network state between 

multiple controllers is presented in this subsection. More 

details on the algorithm of this application are shown below. 

Multiple OpenFlow controllers can be optimised to install 

necessary flow entries for the selected OpenFlow switches by 

initialising communication and exchanging network state 

between connected controllers. This algorithm can be tested in 

labs or can be experimented by using cloud service companies 

such as Amazon web service. 

 

Algorithm 1 Multiple OpenFlow Controllers Application   

# Gather (initialization) all state view for global networks  

Gathering 

      GatherSwitchesState (switches); 

      LearnedMAC (mac addresses); 

      Install networks state into each ICN database;  

      Request networks state from other ICN databases; 

      Update ICN database with the replied networks states; 

End Gathering 

# Packet Processing (sent by OpenFlow switch) 

for all p (where p is packet request sent by OpenFlow switch 

to the controller) 

   if packet is transmitted to a destination that belong to 

       another controller 

         send packet’s header to the destination’s controller; 

         update the destination’s controller’s ICN database; 

         create flow entries in the original controller; 

         install flow entries to chosen path switches within the  

                   original controller; 

         create flow entries in the destination’s controller; 

         install flow entries to chosen path switches within the  

                   destination’s controller; 

   else  

         create flow entries; 

         install flow entries to chosen path switches; 

   end if 

end for 

 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 

     This paper proposes an algorithm to enhance multiple 

OpenFlow controllers by integrating ICN concept. The 

proposed approach aims to support the distributed network 

state for all connected networks, which uses different 

controllers for network management. It also aims to reduce the 

interaction between the switches and controllers in order to 

scale both physical distributed controllers and logical 

centralized paradigm. The paper has described the concepts of 
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ICN framework and shows how network state can be 

distributed between different networks managed by multiple 

controllers. The proposed packet migration solution will 

hopefully enhance these controllers to determine the 

appropriate switches that need the installation of flow entries. 

Therefore, it is expected to see a new generation of cloud 

computing for logically centralized controller which is flexible 

and easy to maintain and may even inspire interesting 

proposals from the OpenFlow community showing a wide 

range of innovation opportunities. The future work will be an 

implementation of the designed algorithm and a run of 

experiments using ICN approach in cloud services. 
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